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QUARTERLY INVESTMENT REVIEW 

Third Quarter 2018 

Quarter In Review 
If we’ve learned nothing in the past nine months, it’s that fiscal stimulus 

(cutting taxes and increasing government spending) is a very effective driver 

of economic activity. The government’s first estimate of Gross Domestic 

Product (GDP) growth for the second quarter was 4.2%, and the Wall Street 

Journal’s monthly survey of economists has third quarter growth running at 

about 3.2%.  

U.S. investors have largely shrugged off concerns of trade wars and geopoliti-

cal volatility with the S&P 500 rising 7.7%. Small company stocks underper-

formed larger companies, growing 3.6% during the quarter. Overseas invest-

ments have been weak for most of the year as strong U.S. growth propelled 

U.S. stocks. Stocks of companies in developed economies (Europe, Japan, 

etc.) rose just 1.3% in the third quarter. Emerging markets stocks continued 

to slide during the quarter, shedding 1.1% due to a combination of trade war 

blustering, U.S. tariffs and a rising dollar.  

As U.S. stocks rallied, bonds were basically flat. The 10-year Treasury interest 

rate rose 0.2% (from 2.85% to 3.05%) during the quarter. Treasury prices fell 

as a result (prices move in the opposite direction of interest rates) during the 

quarter, offsetting the income earned. During the same period, 1-month 

Treasury interest rates rose 0.35%, further flattening the treasury yield curve 

(see our related blog post at www.bfadvisors.com on this topic). Lower 

quality corporate (“junk” or “high yield”) bonds solidly outperformed Treasur-

ies, earning 2.4% during the quarter.  

Other diversifying investments like Master Limited Partnerships (“MLPs”, up 

6.6%) and real estate (up 0.7%) were positive but did not keep up with the 

U.S. stock market.  

US STOCKS RISE 

Late September rally punctuates 

strong equity returns as economic 

growth accelerates.   

INTEREST RATES RISING 

The Federal Reserve raised overnight 

rates again to 2.0% and remain on 

track to hit 2.25% by year-end.  

LARGE-CAP GROWTH  

Stocks of large, high-growth companies 

soared, led by Healthcare, Industrial, 

and Communications Services. 

ECONOMIC GROWTH SOLID 

GDP growth is estimated at 4.2% for 

the second quarter, powering the 

expansion into it’s 10th year. 

https://www.bfadvisors.com/yield-curve-investments/
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Outlook 
As we head into the final stretch of 2018, we remain optimistic about the 

economy and the markets, at least in the near-term. The current economic 

expansion is the second longest since the Civil War and may end up being the 

longest in U.S. history. Consumer spending is very strong, unemployment is at 

3.9% and average hourly wages jumped 2.9% in the last year, the highest gain 

since 2009. That said, wage growth has averaged 4.1% since 1969, so the 

“average” worker may not have felt the full benefits of expansion.  

Inflation remains relatively mild, though the headline Consumer Price Index 

recently posted a 2.7% year-over-year growth, boosted by rising energy 

prices. If the trade spat with China continues, some estimates suggest that 

additional tariffs could add an extra half percent or so to inflation, but so far 

the administration has gone out of its way to avoid imposing tariffs on con-

sumer goods.  

 

One cautionary sign is related to a lack of workers. The Bureau of Labor 

Statistics (“BLS”) estimated that roughly 6.9 million jobs were unfilled at the 

end of July, compared to 6.28 million available unemployed workers. This 

should put upward pressure on wages, either reducing corporate profits or 

putting additional upward pressure on inflation. A limited pool of labor can 

also restrict company growth and operations. For example, a client recently 

told us they’ve had to delay a planned construction project because their 

contractor simply could not find workers to man the project.  

ASSET CLASS INDEX QUARTER YTD LAST 12 MOS 3 YRS 5 YRS 

STOCKS       

U.S. Large Cap Stocks S&P 500 Index 7.7% 10.6% 17.9% 17.3% 13.9% 

U.S. Mid Cap Stocks Russell Midcap Index 5.0% 7.5% 14.0% 14.5% 11.7% 

U.S. Small Cap Stocks Russell 2000 Index 3.6% 11.5% 15.2% 17.1% 11.1% 

Global Stocks MSCI All Country World Index 4.3% 3.8% 9.8% 13.4% 8.7% 

International Stocks MSCI EAFE Index 1.4% -1.4% 2.7% 9.2% 4.4% 

Emerging Markets Stocks MSCI Emerging Markets -1.1% -7.7% -0.8% 12.4% 3.6% 

BONDS            

Core U.S. Bonds Bloomberg Barclay's Aggregate Bnd 0.0% -1.6% -1.2% 1.3% 2.2% 

Interm. Treasury Bonds Bbg. Barclay's Intermediate Treas. -0.1% -0.8% -1.2% 0.2% 0.9% 

Short-term Bonds Bloomberg Barcap 1-5 Yr Gvt/Credit 0.3% -0.1% -0.4% 0.7% 1.1% 

Money Market/Cash US 3 Month T-Bill 0.5% 1.4% 1.7% 0.9% 0.6% 

OTHER            

Real Estate Dow Jones US REIT Index 0.6% 2.1% 4.7% 8.9% 9.4% 

Commodities Goldman Sachs Commodity Index 1.3% 11.8% 22.9% 3.2% -10.0% 

Source: Morningstar 
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All-in-all, measures of economic activity remain sound and point to continued 

growth ahead, though the current stimulus fueled pace is unlikely to continue. 

Consensus is building that last year’s tax cuts have provided a solid boost to 

growth, but the effects are likely to dwindle back to 2-2.5% over the next few 

quarters.  

Internationally, the rising dollar has put pressure on emerging markets econo-

mies. U.S. economic strength, fueled by the stimulus, seems to have drawn 

investors into U.S. capital markets. As the effects of the stimulus fades, the 

U.S. economic outperformance should moderate, and other markets should 

look better by comparison. While weaker than the current U.S. economy, 

growth in Europe and Japan appears to be steady and sustainable, backed by 

more attractive valuations.  

Meanwhile, the strong dollar has put pressure on some of the weaker emerg-

ing markets economies. If moderating U.S. growth causes the dollar to soften, 

this could relieve the pressure. In addition, should trade tensions prove to be 

overblown, there is a potential catalyst for outperformance in emerging 

markets stocks. Of course, the downside risk is that trade tensions increase, 

throwing global supply chains into turmoil. This doesn’t appear to be priced 

into markets. 

Our Portfolios 
Although we feel a recession in the coming years may be likely, it’s nearly 

impossible to determine when that might occur or how far in advance markets 

could sell-off once it does happen. Other alternative outcomes are also possi-

ble, including additional debt-fueled fiscal stimulus to head off an economic 

decline. For now, the Treasury yield curve is modestly upward sloping (longer-

dated maturities yield more than shorter maturities) signaling continued 

expansion.  

One thing that has not worked particularly well over the past few months has 

been diversification. Investors have bid up the price of U.S. equities, particular-

ly large company stocks, virtually to the exclusion of all else. This happens 

occasionally, and it never lasts.  

Our exposure to diversifying investments (international stocks, investment 

grade bonds, etc.) delivered mixed results. Our bond positions broadly outper-

formed the bond market during the quarter’s turbulence due to strong results 

from our income diversifiers. Our investments in faster growing companies 

(“growth stocks”) performed well, as would be expected late in the economic 

cycle. International investments lagged U.S. stocks, as did MLPs.  

We continue to believe that our portfolios are well positioned to generate 

returns late in the economic cycle. More importantly, they should be able to 

withstand the ups and downs of a more volatile stock market and bond 

markets as we head into the unpredictable mid-term elections.  

As always, we appreciate your confidence and welcome questions. 
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Global Stock Market Performance 
The chart below shows the change in global equity markets throughout the year. Juxtaposed over the market performance are some of the key events that occurred during the 

period. Sometimes as we get to the end of a volatile period, it’s difficult to look back and remember everything that happened along the way.  

“Resignations Over  

May’s Brexit Plan  

Throw UK Government 

into Turmoil” 

“Deficit Projected to 

Top $1 Trillion Starting 

Next Year” 

                                 Jul       Aug      Sep 

Returns in US dollars. Graph Source: Dimensional Fund Advisors, Morningstar. It is not possible to invest directly in an index. Performance shown does not reflect the expenses associated 

with management of an actual portfolio. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Selected headlines are not necessarily indicative of any impact they may or may not have had 

on the market.  

“Japan, EU Sign Trade Deal: 

“We Stand Together against 

Protectionism”” 

“US Economy Grew  

at 4.1% Rate in  

Second Quarter ” 

“US Jobless Claims 

Hit Lowest Level 

since 1969 ” 

“Rising US Consumer 

Prices Are Eroding 

Wage Gains” 

“US Pressures China 

with Punitive Trade, 

Defense Measures” 

“Greece’s Bailouts 

End, but Its 

Prospects Still  

Look Grim” 

“Youth 

Unemployment Hits 

52-Year Low” 

“Nasdaq Crosses 

8000 Threshold for 

First Time” 

“US Factory Sector 

Clocks Strongest 

Growth in  

14 Years” 

“China’s Trade 

Surplus with US 

Hits New Record” 

“Fed Raises Interest 

Rates, Signals One More 

Increase This Year” 

“US Consumer 

Confidence Hits 18

-Year High” 


